Academic Divisional Computing
Divisional Liaisons and Local IT Specialists

- Scotty Brookie
  Division of Arts
  - Ramon Berger
    Programmer Analyst
  - Mary Eriksen
    Programmer Analyst
  - Alison Lindberg
    Programmer Analyst
  - Rion Parsons
    Programmer Analyst
  - Ocho Torres
    Academic Computing Expert
- Michael Edmonds
  Division of Social Sciences
  - Natalie Brescia
    Local IT Specialist
  - Dung Wong
    Programmer Analyst
  - Angela Steele
    Lead Digital Media Specialist
  - Tristan Carkeet
    Academic Computing Expert
- Hart Hancock
  School of Engineering
  - Paul Sosbee
    Academic Computing Expert
  - Doug Niven
    Academic Computing Expert
  - Cosmo Martinez
    Academic Computing Expert
- Jay Olson
  Division of Humanities
  - Lynee Sheehan
    Network Engineer/ Facilities
  - Ted Buchwald
    UNIX Systems Engineer
  - Heidi Sitton
    UNIX / VMWare Systems Engineer
  - Eric Shell
    UNIX Systems Engineer
  - James Mustain
    Windows Systems Engineer
  - Paul Stuhley
    macOS Systems Engineer
  - Bryn Kanar
    Web Applications Developer
  - TBH - UNIX Web Administrator
- Terry Figel
  Silicon Valley Center
  - Angela Thalls
    Digital Media Specialist
  - Kim Hwe
    Local IT Specialist